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The late-lytic region of the genome of bacteriophage 186 encodes the phage proteins that synthesize the complex viral
particle and lyse the bacterial host. We report the completion of the DNA sequence of the late region and the assignment
of 18 previously identified genes to open reading frames in the sequence. The 186 late region is similar to the late region of
phage P2, sharing 26 genes of known function: the single gene for activation of late gene transcription, 6 genes for
construction of DNA-containing heads, 16 for tail morphogenesis, and 3 for cell lysis. We identified two 186 late genes with
unknown function; one is homologous to previously unrecognised genes in P2, HP1, and fCTX, and the other may modulate
DNA packaging. The 186 late region, like the rest of the genome, lacks the lysogenic conversion genes that are carried by
P2, allowing the 186 late region to be transcribed from only three late promoters rather than four. The relative absence of
lysogenic conversion genes in 186 suggests that the two phages have evolved to use the lytic and lysogenic reproductive
modes to different extents. © 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Coliphages 186 and P2 are the best characterized
members of a large and widespread family of temperate
dsDNA bacteriophages (reviewed in Bertani and Six,
1988). DNA sequence analysis has confirmed relation-
ships with a number of phages: PSP3, isolated from
Salmonella (Bullas et al., 1991; E. Six, personal commu-
nication); HP1, a phage of Haemophilus influenzae (Es-
posito et al., 1996) and vibriophage K139 (Reidl and
Mekalanos, 1995; M. Das, personal communication). The
cryptic retron-bearing prophages of Escherichia coli,
fR67 and fR86, are 186/P2-related (Dodd and Egan,
1996, and references therein), as is a presumed cryptic
prophage from H. somnus (Pontarollo et al., 1997). Re-
cently available sequences of the cytotoxin-converting
temperate phage of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, fCTX
(Hayashi et al., 1993; T. Hayashi, personal communica-
tion), show extensive similarity to the P2 family. Thus, this
group of phages is likely to be ecologically and medically
important.
The available DNA sequences of the P2-like phages
indicate that they are not closely related to other tem-
perate and virulent phages. Thus, these phages are of
interest as alternative model systems for studying phage
morphogenesis, DNA replication, control of gene expres-
sion, and site-specific recombination. A further distinc-
tive feature of these phages is their ability to serve as
helpers for the P4 family of satellite bacteriophages. P4
relies on a P2 or 186 helper to provide functions for viral
particle formation and cell lysis, and a number of inter-
esting regulatory interactions between P4 and P2 have
been described (Lindqvist et al., 1993).
To a first approximation, the genome of 186 can be
divided into early-expressed and late-expressed regions.
The early region encodes functions that control the
choice between the lytic and lysogenic modes of devel-
opment and that carry out early lytic processes, such as
replication of the phage DNA. The late region encom-
passes the left two-thirds of the genome and contains
the genes for production and release of infectious virus
particles (Hocking and Egan, 1982a,b). The essential
functions carried out by the late genes include construc-
tion of the capsid, cleavage of the phage DNA to produce
genome-length linear fragments with cohesive ends,
packaging of this DNA into the capsids, construction of
the complex tail structure, joining of tails to capsids, and
lysis of the bacterial cell (Hocking and Egan, 1982a,b). In
addition, the phage particle functions to continue the
cycle of infection by protecting the phage DNA in the
extracellular environment, attaching to sensitive bacteria
and injecting the phage DNA. The phage particles of 186
and P2 are morphologically indistinguishable, and the
functions of the late genes of P2 have been studied in
considerable detail, with the sequences of all but a few
tail genes having been reported (Linderoth et al., 1991,
1994; Temple et al., 1991; Haggård-Ljungquist et al., 1992,
1995; Ziermann et al., 1994).
The nucleotide sequence data reported in this paper are included in
the 186 complete genome sequence, which has been deposited in
GenBank under Accession number U32222.
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The transcription of the late genes in 186 and P2 is
dependent on an unusual activator of transcription initi-
ation, B in 186 and Ogr in P2. These proteins are mem-
bers of a novel class of prokaryotic zinc-finger DNA-
binding proteins (Lee and Christie, 1990; Pountney et al.,
1997). Four B/Ogr-dependent late promoters have been
identified in P2 and three in 186 (Christie and Calendar,
1985; Dibbens and Egan, 1992; Xue and Egan, 1995b).
The DNA sequence of 6.75 kb of the 186 late region
has been reported (Kalionis et al., 1986a; Dibbens and
Egan, 1992; Xue and Egan, 1995a,b; Brumby et al., 1996).
Here we report the completion of the DNA sequencing of
the 20.9-kb 186 late region and the assignment of genes
identified in previous genetic screens to open reading
frames (ORFs) in the sequence. Comparison of the 186
sequence with the recently completed sequence of the
P2 late region (G. Christie, R. Calendar, and E. Haggård-
Ljungquist; personal communication) allows for the cor-
relation of the data on 186 late functions with the more
extensive data from P2.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Determination of the DNA sequence
To complete the sequence of the 186 late region,
plasmid clones of restriction fragments of 186cIts DNA
were obtained, subjected to the nested deletion method
of Henikoff (1984), and sequenced by dideoxy chain
termination methods (Materials and Methods). The clon-
ing junctions and amber mutations were sequenced di-
rectly from phage DNA, using specific primers (Materials
and Methods). Each portion of DNA sequence was ob-
tained at least once in each direction.
The nature of the clones used led to resequencing of
some previously sequenced DNA. An error was found in
the sequence of Dibbens and Egan (1992) at the 22
position of the pV promoter. Comparison of the sequence
of Xue (1993) with unpublished P2 DNA sequence re-
vealed some likely errors in the 186 sequence within the
G gene (G. Christie, personal communication). The cor-
rect sequence was determined by sequencing from
phage DNA with specific primers.
The complete, corrected sequence (30,624 bp) has been
deposited in the GenBank database (U32222). This paper
describes the sequence from position 1 to 20,866 bp.
Identification of genes
Coding potential. The 186 late region contains 28
genes based on three criteria: (1) codon usage, (2) pres-
ence of translation initiation signals, and (3) homology
with known or putative P2 genes. In six cases these
genes have been confirmed by the sequence changes
found in amber (am) mutants. These genes are listed in
Table 1.
All ORFs except orf27 show codon usage typical of
Escherichia coli genes (Methods and Materials). Nine
ORFs (orf23, orf27, orf31, orf32, orf38, orf40, orf50, orf52, and
gene B) are not preceded by a computer-recognizable ri-
bosome binding site (Methods and Materials). Three of
these ORFs have sequences weakly similar to ribosome
binding sites, fitting the less stringent rules of Stormo et al.
(1982a; orf31 GAG-8-ATG, orf40 GAGG-4-ATG, B AAGG-6-
ATG). The ATG start codon of four of these ORFs (orf23,
orf27, orf31, and orf38) is within 5 bp of the stop codon of the
upstream gene, an arrangement likely to foster their trans-
lation by coupling. Thus, the gene status of only orf32, orf50,
and orf52 is not supported by translation initiation consid-
erations and the gene status of orf27 is not supported by
codon usage. However, the status of these four genes (and
22 other predicted 186 genes) is convincingly supported by
their strong amino acid similarity with late genes from P2
(Table 1, Fig. 1).
Translation of orf52 appears to occur as a result of a
programmed translational frameshift in orf51 (G. Christie,
personal communication). The orf52 gene overlaps and
extends beyond the end of orf51 and, unlike orf51, does
not contain a likely translation initiation sequence. A
similar pair of frames exist in P2 and ribosome slippage
within the first frame causes translation to shift into the
second frame, producing an extended and altered C
terminus (G. Christie, personal communication). Based
upon the similarity with P2, a frameshift point can be
predicted in 186 orf51 (G. Christie, personal communica-
tion).
Genetic assignments. Genes essential for 186 lytic
development were identified by obtaining conditional
(amber-suppressible) lethal 186 mutations and by using
complementation tests to group these mutations into 22
groups (Hocking and Egan, 1982a,b). Twenty-one of
these genes were mapped to the left end of the 186
genome and their order was determined by recombina-
tion mapping techniques (Hocking and Egan, 1982c).
Three of the genes, B, D, and V, have been previously
identified by the DNA sequences of am mutants (Kalionis
et al., 1986b; Dibbens and Egan, 1992). We have as-
signed the remaining 18 genes to ORFs in the DNA
sequence by marker rescue or by sequencing of am
mutants (Materials and Methods).
The marker rescue results are shown in Fig. 2. In the
case of genes P, N, O, L, and H, unambiguous assign-
ment by marker rescue was not possible with the clones
available and thus these genes were identified as orf25,
orf29, orf31, orf35, and orf52, respectively, by sequencing
of the Pam65, Nam47, Oam61, Oam62, Lam21, Ham50,
and Ham56 mutations. The two Ham mutations lie in the
part of orf52 that lies beyond orf51, demonstrating that
the translation of orf52 is essential. We have thus as-
signed orf52 as the H gene, even though we expect that
the N terminus of the H protein is encoded by orf51.
In three cases am mutations were rescued by cloned
DNA fragments that lie completely within an ORF, defin-
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ing orf22 as Q, orf46 as J, and orf54 as G (Fig. 2: clones
9, 14, and 16). The Wam39 mutation was rescued by
clones 1 and 3 (Fig. 2). The DNA sequence common to
these clones lies completely within orf6, identifying it as
the W gene. Similar results allow assignment of I to orf50
(Fig. 2: clones 13 and 15).
From the marker rescue data, the Mam31 mutation
must lie in orf34 or L (Fig. 2: clone 10). M and L mutants
gave very clear complementation in liquid infection of a
rho1 host (Hocking and Egan, 1982a) and thus clearly lie
in different genes. Therefore orf34 is M.
Rescue of the Eam46 mutation by clone 19 (Fig. 2)
locates the mutation in gene D or B. However, because
the E2 phenotype is a tail defect, similar to the D2
phenotype and different from the B2 phenotype and
because the E mutations map to the left of Dam23 (Hock-
ing and Egan, 1982c), it is clear that Eam46 lies in the D
gene. This is one of three cases (see below) in which
alleles in different complementation groups appear to lie
in the same gene. Because these are nonsense muta-
tions, it seems unlikely that these are true cases of
intragenic complementation. Rather, it is more likely that
the original assignments of these alleles to different
complementation groups, based on plate complementa-
tion tests using a rho mutant host, were in error. Indeed,
Hocking and Egan (1982a) reported that these experi-
ments were difficult to interpret due to variable polarity
suppression and to poor growth of 186 on this strain.
The remaining six complementation groups can be
assigned with a reasonable degree of confidence.
TABLE 1
The 186 Late Genes and Their Products
186 late genes P2 equivalent Homologsa
ORF Gene Codons Gene Identityb Function fCTX fHs HP1 Other
orf2 340 Q 79 (344/2) Portal vertex 52 32
orf6 W 248 — Terminase accessory? — —
orf12 589 P 89 (589/1) Large terminase subunit 58 42
V 284 O 81 (284/0) Head scaffold 45 47c 33
orf16 T(U)d 355 N 75 (355/0) Major capsid protein 53 49 29
orf19 R(S)d 249 M 70 (248/2) Small terminase subunit 39 38 24
orf22 Q 168 L 68 (169/1) Head completion 33 33 —
orf23 67 X 70 (67/0) Tail 44 45 —
orf24 98 Y 87 (93/0) Lysis—holin — — —
orf25 P 165 K 95 (165/0) Lysis—endolysin — — — l R
orf27 138 lysB 61 (137/0) Lysis—control 30 20 25
orf28 97 orf 71 (97/0) Lysis? 34 23 26
orf29 N 155 R 69 (155/0) Tail completion 42 41 —
orf31 O 149 S 53 (150/1) Tail completion 43 42 —
orf32 213 V 72 (207/0) Tail spike 32 —
orf34 M 115 W 60 (115/0) Baseplate? 41 — T4 gp25
orf35 L 302 J 80 (302/0) Baseplate/tail fiber 54 —
orf38 176 I 83 (176/0) Tail 49 —
orf40 K 462 H 81(253/0)e Tail fiber 305 31e Manye
orf45 166 G 43 (175/4) Tail fiber assembly — — Manye
orf46 J 392 FI 87 (394/1) Tail sheath 69 —
orf50 I 173 FII 74 (171/0) Tail tube 58 —
orf51 111 E 69 (89/0) Tail 41 —
orf52 H 162f E 1 E’ 72 (140/0) Tail 41 —
orf54 G 812 T 78 (814/2) Tail 27 26g 24
orf62 F 161 U 58 (158/0) Tail 45 —
D(E)d 389 D 78 (388/1) Tail 40 —
B 72 ogr 63 (72/0) Promotor activator — —
a Numbers are percentage amino acid identities in BESTFIT or TFASTA alignments of 186 proteins and proteins from fCTX (T. Hayashi, personal
communications), a Haemophilus somnus cryptic prophage (Pontarollo et al., 1997) and HP1 (Esposito et al., 1996). Minus signs denote the absence
of a homolog in the available DNA sequence.
b Percentage amino acid identity in BESTFIT alignments of 186 and P2 proteins. Numbers in parentheses are the length of the alignment and the
number of gaps.
c Only a portion of this protein sequence is available.
d Alleles from two different complemention groups were assigned to these ORFs.
e Significant similarity is limited to a portion of the proteins.
f The H protein is expected to be produced by a programmed translational frameshift from orf51 into orf52 (see text).
g Homology is to a combined fHs Orf12/Orf13 protein (see text).
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The Fam20 mutation lies within positions 18923 to
19389 (Fig. 2: clones 17 and 18). This region contains 4
codons of D (excluding the start codon) and 151 codons
of orf62. Thus, we can be 97% confident that Fam20 lies
in orf62.
The Kam mutation lies within L, orf38, or orf40 (Fig. 2:
clone 11). However, the lack of rescue with clone 12
argues strongly against the mutation being in L or orf38.
It is difficult to be confident of a negative marker rescue
result, especially with nonquantitative data. However, the
sensitivity of the marker rescue procedure is demon-
strated by the fact that Finnegan and Egan (1979) found
that the Dam23 mutant was able to be efficiently rescued
by a cloned DNA fragment that extended to the PstI site
only 64 bp to the left of the mutation and, in the present
set of experiments, the Qam1 mutation was clearly res-
cued by a DNA fragment of only 233 bp (Fig. 2: clone 10).
Thus it is unlikely that the Kam42 mutation lies in L or
orf38 and was unable to rescued by a clone with at least
1185 bp of flanking DNA (clone 12) yet was able to be
rescued by a clone with 1380 bp of flanking DNA (clone
11). Thus we are confident that orf40 is K.
FIG. 1. Comparison of the genetic structure of the late regions of P2 and 186 (cos-attP). Genes are denoted by pointed gray boxes, with gray shading
between genes indicating significant amino acid similarity. Transcription signals are shown below the genes: Promoters are indicated by circles,
known or presumptive terminators by arrowheads, known or predicted RNA transcripts by lines.
FIG. 2. Assignment of genes by marker rescue. Marker rescue tests (Methods and Materials) were used to assign mutations in 13 complementation
group to ORFs in the 186 sequence. Genes are denoted by gray boxes and the extent of 186 DNA contained in plasmid clones is indicated to scale
by horizontal lines below the genes. Only relevant portions of the genome are shown and are scaled differently in some gene clusters. The presence
or absence of marker rescue for each 186 mutation is indicated by 1 or 2 for each clone. Many additional but redundant results are not shown; in
all cases these were compatible with the assignments. The restriction site at one end of each of the cloned 186 fragments is indicated; the genome
positions of the other end of each fragment are as follows (given as clone number-position): 1–1848, 2–1473, 3–1513, 4–1931, 5–5744, 6 –4944, 7–6121,
8–6664, 9–7191, 10–10389, 11–13532, 12–13337, 13–15814, 14–15339, 15–15389, 16–16802, 17 –19389, 18–18923, 19–19515.
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A similar argument can be made for the U and T
mutations. These mutations map to the right of the V
mutations (Hocking and Egan, 1982c), but it is possible
that they lie in the right end of the V gene rather than in
orf16 (Fig. 2: clone 5). However, if they were in V, then one
would have expected them to be rescued by clone 6 (Fig.
2), which extends 194 bp beyond the end of V. Further-
more, the phenotype of U and T mutants is different from
that of V mutants (see below).
The S and R mutations are located within the last 175
codons of orf19 or in the first 38 codons of Q (Fig. 2: clone
7). Thus they are 82% likely to be in orf19, and this
assignment is strengthened by the difference in pheno-
type between S and R mutants and Q mutants (see
below) and by the lack of rescue with clone 8, which
extends 76 bp to the left of Q.
Functions of the late genes
The functions of the 186 late genes were originally
investigated in three ways: (1) by testing infected cells for
lysis, (2) by in vitro complementation between defective
lysates, and (3) by electron microscopy of defective ly-
sates (Hocking and Egan, 1982a,b). Similar experiments
have been carried out with P2, but further work has
revealed the functions of the P2 late genes in much more
detail. The 186 DNA sequence allows correlation of the
186 data with this more detailed functional information
available for P2.
Capsid and DNA packaging genes. The genes of the
leftmost part of the late region are involved in the con-
struction of the capsid and packaging of the phage DNA.
W, V, T, R, and Q mutants were able to lyse the cell, and
the lysates were found to contain active tails but inactive
heads in in vitro reconstitution experiments (Hocking and
Egan, 1982a). On the basis of these data and similarities
with P2, six genes (orf2, orf12, V, T, R, and Q) are ex-
pected to have essential roles in capsid formation (Table
1). The W gene is not found in the available sequences of
P2 family members and may be an accessory gene in
DNA packaging.
The T gene was predicted to encode the major capsid
protein because mutants in this gene (T and U mutants)
produced no head structures, while head structures
were seen in all other head gene mutants (Hocking and
Egan, 1982a). The 186 T protein is 75% identical to P2 N,
the major capsid component of P2 (Linderoth et al., 1991).
The Sid protein of the parasite phage P4 forces P2 to
construct smaller phage heads that package the 11-kb
P4 genome but not the larger P2 genome and forms an
external scaffold around the P4-sized procapsid (Marvik
et al., 1995). A putative Sid interaction region has been
mapped in P2 N by obtaining Sid-resistant (sir) mutants
of P2. Most of the sir mutations lie within a region of N
(aa 203 to 232) that shows some similarity to Sid resi-
dues 19 to 48 (Six et al., 1991), one of the regions of Sid
that is altered in many sid2 mutants (Nilssen et al., 1996).
P4 Sid probably also forces a 186 helper to produce
small heads because P4 inhibits 186 phage production
(Sauer et al., 1982). Thus Sid may also interact with 186
T. Figure 3 shows an alignment of a 54 aa region in P2 N
and 186 T with the region of Sid that includes the loci of
the sir mutations. P2 N and 186 T share 65% identity in
this region, and all four amino acids that are altered in
the P2 sir mutants are conserved in 186 T. The similarity
between 186 T and Sid (14/54 5 26% identity) is almost
as strong as that between P2 N and Sid (15/54 5 28%),
with 12 positions (22%) conserved between all three
sequences. The Sid protein is thought to compete with
the P2 capsid scaffold protein, O (Marvik et al., 1994), and
Nilssen et al. (1996) also noted a similarity between this
region of Sid and O. Figure 3 includes the alignment of
Nilssen et al. (1996) and adds the 186 V protein, the
homolog of O. The significance of the amino acid simi-
larities is not known but the 186 sequences add weight
to the suggestion of Nilssen et al. (1996) that this region
is a protein–protein interaction motif shared by the cap-
sid and capsid scaffold proteins.
The 186 V protein is 81% identical to P2 O, which is
likely to be a scaffold protein required for proper con-
struction of capsids because its coexpression with the
capsid protein stimulates the formation of correctly struc-
tured capsids (Marvik et al., 1994). A Vam mutant was
found to produce empty heads (Hocking and Egan,
1982a), and P2 O mutants produce a very reduced num-
ber of heads and no filled heads (Lengyel et al., 1973).
These phenotypes seem consistent with a capsid con-
FIG. 3. Alignment of 186 and P2 capsid and capsid scaffold protein sequences with the P4 Sid protein. An alignment of amino acid sequences from
the N terminus of P4 Sid with portions of the P2 N protein and O proteins taken from Nilssen et al. (1996) but including the homologous regions of
the 186 T and V proteins. Amino acids shared between Sid and the other proteins are shaded.
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struction defect. The P2 N protein can form capsid-like
structures in vitro, in the absence of O (Marvik et al.,
1994), so the defective heads seen in 186 Vam lysates
are probably unscaffolded capsids.
The 186 Orf2 protein is 79% identical to the P2 portal
protein, Q, which forms the hole in the capsid for DNA
entry and tail attachment. Q is required to produce filled
heads (Bowden and Modrich, 1985), forms portal-like
structures in vitro and has been localized to the capsid
end of tails from disrupted phage particles (Rishovd et
al., 1994).
The 186 genes R and orf12 are presumably responsi-
ble for cleavage at the cos site and for packaging of
phage DNA because these proteins are homologous
with the P2 terminase proteins M and P, respectively
(Linderoth et al., 1991; Table 1). P2 M and P mutants and
186 R mutants produce defective, empty heads (Lengyel
et al., 1973; Hocking and Egan, 1982a). Cleavage of P2
cos in vitro requires M, P, P2 proheads, and ATP (Bowden
and Modrich, 1985). Significantly, M2 extracts can pack-
age cos-cleaved DNA but not closed DNA, showing that
completion of packaging, including translocation of the
DNA into the capsid, is carried out by P (along with
capsid proteins) and that M is required directly or indi-
rectly only for the cleavage reaction (Bowden and Cal-
endar, 1979). P and Orf12 are the large terminase sub-
units but share features of the small terminase subunit of
bacteriophage l, Nu1 (Catalano et al., 1995), in having a
likely HTH DNA-binding motif at the N terminus (Dibbens
and Egan, 1992). Residues 25 to 46 of P2 P and 186 Orf12
have SD scores of 3.16 and 3.58 with our HTH detection
method, while l Nu1 residues 3 to 25 score 4.3 SD (Dodd
and Egan, 1990). P, like Nu1, also has a non-sequence
specific DNA-dependent ATPase activity (Bowden and
Modrich, 1985).
The 186 W gene lies between orf12 and orf2. W2
phage produce defective, empty heads (Hocking and
Egan, 1982a). However, it is not clear that W is essential
because the Wam mutations may be lethal due to polar
effects on Orf2 production. In P2, HP1, fR67, and fCTX,
all of which have orf12 and orf2 homologs (see below),
there is no gene analogous to W. The lack of W in related
phages suggests that it is not essential in 186; however,
it seems unlikely that W would be retained by 186 if it had
no useful function. Furthermore, the W protein is similar
over its whole length (248 aa) with a central portion of the
large terminase subunits of 186, P2, HP1, and fCTX, with
identities ranging from 31 to 37% (Fig. 4). This suggests
that W may play some accessory role in terminase ac-
tivity. The W-like region comprises almost one-half of the
terminase proteins and shows stronger than average
conservation between the different terminases (Fig. 4B).
The conservation between W and the four terminases is
patchy, suggesting that W may encode only a subset of
the active sites in this area of the terminase.
The 186 Q protein is probably a capsid completion pro-
tein because a Q mutant produces filled capsids that are
not attached to tails (Hocking and Egan, 1982a). Its P2
homolog, L, is also not needed for the production of filled
heads (Lengyel et al., 1973) but is known to confer DNase
resistance to the capsid (Pruss and Calendar, 1978).
FIG. 4. Sequence homology between the 186 W protein and terminase proteins from 186, P2, fCTX, and HP1. (A) The alignment was generated
by PILEUP. Amino acids at positions with 5/5 or 4/5 residues conserved are shaded. Positions at which the four terminase proteins are conserved
but W is not are marked with a circle. (B) The numbers are the percentage amino acid identities in pairwise BESTFIT alignments between the four
complete terminase proteins (bottom left) or between the five W-like sequences (top right).
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Tail genes. Coliphage 186 appears to have 15 genes
involved in synthesis of the phage tail. With the exception
of orf23, which is located between the capsid and lysis
genes, the tail genes are grouped together at the right-
hand end of the late gene cluster (Fig 2). Ten of these
genes were previously identified by mutations that cause
the production of defective tails but which do not affect
head production or cell lysis (Hocking and Egan, 1982a).
The similarities of the 186 proteins to their P2 equivalents
and the inferred functions of the 186 proteins are listed in
Table 1.
Little is known about the 186 tail genes that can
supplement the knowledge that has been gathered from
P2 about the functions of these proteins. Lysates of all
but three of the tail-deficient mutants contained no tail
structures (Hocking and Egan, 1982a). In N2 lysates, tails
of varying lengths were seen, consistent with the tail-
completion role proposed for its P2 homolog, R (Lengyel
et al., 1974; Linderoth et al., 1994). Headless tails of
apparently normal morphology were observed in Ham56
lysates, whereas lysates of mutants of its P2 homolog, E,
produced very few tail structures (Lengyel et al., 1974).
The Ham56 mutation lies in the distal part of H and
affects the frameshifted H protein but not the shorter
Orf51 protein; thus its effects may be less severe than the
Eam mutation studied by Lengyel et al. (1974). Hocking
and Egan (1982a) found that a lysate of a Jam41 mutant
contained headless tails that appeared normal. This re-
sult is difficult to understand because the P2 homolog of
J, FI, is the major component of the tail and is thought to
be the tail sheath (Temple et al., 1991).
By virtue of its homology with the P2 S gene, the 186 O
gene encodes a protein needed for tail completion. How-
ever, the phenotype of Oam mutants is quite different
from that of P2 Sam mutants. Hocking and Egan (1982b)
found that induced lysogenic cultures of Oam mutants
gave delayed lysis (after 2 h rather than 40 min). How-
ever, lysis was not the only defect because artificial lysis
with lysozyme and chloroform did not increase the phage
titer. Consistent with such a general defect, Oam lysates
were poor donors of heads or tails in in vitro reconstitu-
tion (Hocking and Egan, 1982a). We do not understand
why Oam mutations should have such effects on lysis
and head production.
The K gene (Xue and Egan, 1995a) is the only 186 tail
gene whose product does not show whole-length simi-
larity with its analogous P2 protein (Haggård-Ljungquist
et al., 1992; Table 1). However, although there is little
homology between the C-terminal regions of 186 K and
P2 H, the first 253 amino acids of these proteins are 81%
identical (Xue and Egan, 1995a). The function of K and P2
H as the tail fibre was predicted on the basis of similar-
ities with such proteins in other phages, including l, P1,
Mu, T2, T3, and T7 (Haggård-Ljungquist et al., 1992; Xue
and Egan, 1995a); 186 K and HP1 Orf31 also share a
homologous region of circa 100 aa. Presumably, the
similarity between the N-terminal regions of 186 K and
P2 H reflects the interaction of the tail fibre protein with
other tail proteins that are homologous in the two phages
and the divergence of the C-terminal regions confers
host range differences (Haggård-Ljungquist et al., 1992;
Xue and Egan, 1995a).
Haggård-Ljungquist et al. (1995) noted a region of weak
similarity between P2 W and the T4 baseplate protein gp25
(Coombs and Arisaka, 1994). A comparable level of similar-
ity exists between 186 M and T4 gp25 (Fig. 5).
Lysis genes. Coliphage 186 contains genes that are
likely to be a lysozyme and a holin and so conforms to the
lysis strategy used by l and many other phages (Young,
1992). Phage defective in gene P fail to lyse the cell and
accumulate completed phage particles that can be re-
leased with chloroform/lysozyme treatment (Hocking and
Egan, 1982b). The P protein is very similar to the P2 endo-
lysin K (Ziermann et al., 1994; 95% amino acid identity) and
the lambda endolysin R (Young, 1992; 57% amino acid
identity). We thus expect that P is the 186 endolysin, pre-
sumably a transglycosylase, and functions to degrade the
peptidoglycan layer of the cell. The 186 Orf24 protein is
likely to be a holin because it shows very strong sequence
similarity (90% identity) to the P2 protein, Y, which is re-
quired for cell lysis but can be substituted by chloroform
treatment (Ziermann et al., 1994). Thus, Orf24 is likely to be
needed to form pores in the inner membrane to allow P
access to the peptidoglycan. Although P2 Y and 186 Orf24
do not show significant sequence similarity to the l holin
protein, S, all three proteins share a pattern of charged and
hydrophobic residues that is characteristic of holins and
suggests the formation of two transmembrane helices
(Young, 1992; Ziermann et al., 1994).
Downstream of the lysis genes, there are two additional
genes that may be involved in lysis. The Orf27 protein is
61% identical to P2 LysB, which is encoded downstream of
the major lysis genes in P2 (Ziermann et al., 1994; Fig. 6a).
LysB appears to be a lysis accessory protein; a lysBam
FIG. 5. Alignment of the 186 M and P2 W protein sequences with the T4 baseplate wedge protein, gp25. Sequences were aligned with PILEUP.
Amino acids shared with T4 gp25 are shaded. The alignment score of the pairwise BESTFIT alignment of gp25 and W was 5.7 SD above the mean
of 100 alignment scores of randomized sequences. The gp25 versus M pairwise alignment scored 6.7 SD.
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mutation reduces the efficiency of P2 plaque formation by
90% and causes a 1- to 2-min delay in lysis of liquid cultures
(Ziermann et al., 1994). We also found homologs of lysB in
fCTX, HP1, and the H. somnus phage (Figs. 6A and 6B).
The 186 orf28 gene overlaps the end of orf27. Genes
similar to orf28 are also present in equivalent positions in
P2, HP1, fCTX and the H. somnus phage (Fig. 6A) and are
generally more strongly conserved than the LysB homologs
(Fig. 6B). The orf28 homologs in all phages but HP1 are
headed by likely translation initiation sequences (P2 and
186: GAGG-7-ATG; fCTX: GAGG-7-GTG; fHs: GAGG-10-
ATG) and, at least in the region that does not overlap other
genes, all orf28 homologs show good codon usage. A
multiple alignment of the Orf28 proteins shows 11 fully
conserved residues, including five cysteines (Fig. 6C).
The conservation of these two genes, particularly in HP1,
which shares no surrounding sequence similarity with 186,
P2, or fCTX (Fig. 6A), suggests that they play some impor-
tant role. It is also likely that the two genes function together
because they only occur together and in the same juxtapo-
sition, with the orf28 genes in the 11 reading frame relative
to the lysB genes (Fig. 6A). Their conserved association
with the major lysis genes and the known effect of P2 lysB
on lysis suggest that both genes are involved with lysis.
However, neither gene is needed for cell lysis induced by
expression of the P2 holin and endolysin from plasmids
(Ziermann et al., 1994).
Transcription of the late genes
Promoters. The expression of the late genes in 186 is
dependent on the phage protein, B, which activates tran-
scription from the late promoters (Dibbens and Egan,
1992). The 186 B, P2 Ogr, and P4 d proteins are members
of a strongly conserved group of proteins found in P2-like
phages and their P4-like parasites that represent a
FIG. 6. Conservation of the P2 lysB gene and the 186 orf28 gene. (A) Genes in the lysis region of P2, 186, fCTX, HP1, and the H. somnus cryptic
prophage (fHs) are drawn to scale. Genes are depicted by boxes with their rightward reading frame indicated. Amino acid homology is shown by
shading within the boxes (nonhomologous genes are left blank). Except for the orf28 homologs, the P2 genes are as described previously (Linderoth
et al., 1994; Ziermann et al., 1994), the HP1 genes are taken from Esposito et al. (1996) and the fHs genes from Pontarollo et al. (1997). The fCTX
genes were deduced from the fCTX DNA sequence (T. Hayashi, personal communication) using the criteria used for 186 (Methods and Materials).
The putative fCTX endolysin gene is predicted on the basis of strong sequence similarities with peptidoglycan-degrading enzymes. (B) The numbers
are the percentage amino acid identities in pairwise BESTFIT alignments between the five Orf28-like proteins (bottom left) or between the five
LysB-like proteins (top right). In only two cases was the alignment score less than 4.5 SD above the mean of 100 alignment scores of randomized
sequences. The fCTX LysB versus HP1 Orf25 alignment scored 3.0 SD and the fCTX ‘‘Orf28’’ versus fHs ‘‘Orf28’’ alignment scored 2.3 SD. (C)
Alignment of the Orf28-like proteins. Sequences were aligned with PILEUP. Amino acids shared by at least three proteins are shaded.
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unique prokaryotic class of zinc-finger DNA-binding tran-
scriptional activators (Lee and Christie, 1990; Pountney
et al., 1997). DNA binding sites for Ogr family proteins are
dyad-like elements located near the 255 position of the
promoters (Van Bokkelen et al., 1991; Dibbens and Egan,
1992; Julien and Calendar, 1995, 1996; Pountney et al.,
1997). Although Ogr-family activated promoters use s70
(Keener et al., 1988), they show only weak matches to the
235 and 210 consensus sequences for s70. In all cases
tested, members of the Ogr family can activate promot-
ers normally activated by another family member. Viable
P2–186 hybrids, carrying the P2 late promoters but with
ogr replaced by B, show that B can functionally replace
Ogr (Bradley et al., 1975). P4 d is able to activate P2 and
186 late promoters (Sauer et al., 1982; Halling and Cal-
endar, 1990) and Ogr can activate the two P4 late pro-
moters, psid and pLL (Halling and Calendar, 1990).
Four Ogr-dependent late promoters have been identified
in P2 (Christie and Calendar, 1985), and three of these have
equivalents in 186 (p12, pV and pJ; Dibbens and Egan, 1992;
Xue and Egan, 1995b; Fig. 1). By analogy with P2, we
expected there to be a promoter just upstream of orf32 and
Pountney et al. (1997) included a putative p32 B-binding site
in their alignment of B/Ogr binding sites. We sought evi-
dence for the existence of p32, and other possible late
promoters, by developing a systematic search procedure
for B/Ogr binding sequences.
Figure 7 shows an alignment of the 16 inverted half-
site sequences from the 8 sites that either are known to
bind Ogr family proteins or are located at the 255 region
of promoters known to be activated by these proteins.
Nine positions in each half-site showed good conserva-
tion, and the base frequency information at these posi-
tions was used to make a weight matrix for searching
purposes (Fig. 7; Methods and Materials). These conser-
vations have been noted by other authors (Van Bokkelen
et al., 1991; Dibbens and Egan, 1992). The half-sites at 7
of the 8 sites are arranged with a 14-bp spacing between
the fully conserved TG in each half-site. At the P2 pV
promoter, the spacing is only 13 bp, and two separate
weight matrices were used to accommodate these dif-
ferent half-site spacings. An estimate of the statistical
significance of the score obtained by each binding site is
listed as the frequency at which scores at least as high
arise in random DNA sequence. In general, the known
sites score reasonably well. The P4 pLL site scores the
worst, a similar site being expected to occur by chance
every 4.6 kb (5 1/0.217). Nevertheless, there is no site in
the P4 genome that scores higher than the three known
promoters. Scans of the 186 and P2 genomes showed
also that the known sites are detected with a low fre-
quency of false positives (Fig. 7). Importantly, no other
likely candidates for B binding sites, including the puta-
tive p32, were found in 186, even allowing for various
different half-site spacings. The best score in the p32
region is one with a selectivity score of 8.2; that is, a
score at least as high would be expected every 122 bp by
chance alone. Although the p32 binding site predicted by
Pountney et al. (1997) has a good match to a single
half-site there is no second half-site and the selectivity
score of the full site is 28.9. Thus, we can find no
evidence from the DNA sequence for a B/Ogr binding
sequence equivalent to the P2 pV site.
A systematic search of the late DNA sequence for
activator-independent s70 promoters by the weight ma-
trix method of Kalionis et al. (1986a) revealed no likely
candidates except the previously identified pB promoter.
Transcription terminators. There appear to be four po-
tential Rho-independent transcription terminators in the
late region, tW, t45, tI, and tB (Fig. 1). There are experi-
mental data to support the use of tB and tI. The length of
the pB RNA transcript in vitro and in vivo is consistent
with termination at tB (Pritchard and Egan, 1985; Kalionis
FIG. 7. Weight matrix for prediction of binding sites for the B/Ogr
transcriptional activator proteins. Predicted half-sites for inverted re-
peat sequences for binding of the B/Ogr late promoter activator pro-
teins are aligned. Sequences are from known binding sites or from
known B/Ogr-dependent promoters and in general agree with those
predicted by Van Bokkelen et al. (1991) and Dibbens and Egan (1992).
Note that the spacing between the half-sites in the P2 pV promoter is
one less than at the other sites. The position-specific base frequencies
are tabulated below the sequences; those frequencies at which one
base accounts for 50% of occurrences or two bases account for 75% of
occurrences are marked with asterisks. Base frequencies at these
positions were used as scores in scoring matrices used to systemat-
ically examine the genome sequences of 186, P2 (G. Christie, R.
Calendar, and E. Haggård-Ljungquist, personal communication) and P4
(Halling et al., 1990). The scoring matrices comprise two half-sites, in
inverted orientation, separated by one or two positions (to allow for the
two alternative half-site spacings). The matrix score obtained by each
of the known sites is represented as a selectivity score; this is the
frequency at which scores at least as high occur per kilobase of
random DNA sequence (Methods and Materials). For example, scores
as high as the matrix score of the 186 pJ sequence occurred 51 times
in 1000 kb of random sequence. The rank of each site’s score in the
phage is listed. There is an apparent false positive within the early
region of P2 that scores more highly than the P2 pV site.
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et al., 1986b). Xue and Egan (1995b) identified an in vivo
J RNA of the size expected for a pJtI transcript. A stem-
loop forming sequence followed by TT lies downstream
of the P2 FII gene and may be a tI equivalent. Terminator
tW and its P2 equivalent, tQ, would appear to be strong
terminators and have been previously predicted to ter-
minate the leftward late operon in 186 and P2 (Linderoth
et al., 1991; Brumby et al., 1996). Xue and Egan (1995b)
predicted the existence of t45 upstream of pJ; although it
does not appear to be a strong terminator, there is a
terminator-like element at the same position in P2 (Fig.
8b). There does not appear to be an equivalent in 186 of
the putative bidirectional tS/t30 terminator, located be-
tween P2 S and pV (Linderoth et al., 1994).
Operon structure. The expected operon structure of the
186 late region is shown in Fig. 1. All the late genes are
predicted to be transcribed from the three known late pro-
moters, p12, pV, and pJ. We expect that the pV promoter is
responsible for transcription of the 17 genes of the V-orf45
region. The relative contribution of pV and pJ to transcription
of the seven genes of the J-B region is not known. Because
there is no known promoter downstream of tI, we presume
that tI is only partially active, allowing transcription of H, G,
F, D, and B at a lower level than J and I. Supporting this idea,
Xue and Egan (1995b) detected a weak 6.5-kb transcript
that hybridized to J sequences, consistent with an expected
6.7-kb pJ-tB transcript.
There is no terminator apparent between the D and B
genes, and B sequences are present on long RNA tran-
scripts late in infection (Kalionis et al., 1986b). The major
late B transcript is only 2 kb long, so if this transcript
terminates at tB, it should start at least 4 kb downstream of
pJ, and thus seems likely to be a processed product. The P2
ogr gene is also transcribed from a late promoter (Birkeland
et al., 1991). The importance of this positive autoregulation
by B and Ogr is doubtful because polar mutations in the
upstream late genes do not prevent B or Ogr activity.
Comparisons with other phages
P2. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the late regions of
186 and P2 and illustrates the strong similarity between
the late regions of the two phages but also highlights a
few differences between 186 and P2. As mentioned,
regions of the tail fibre genes of 186 and P2 have di-
verged extensively. In addition, there are three P2 genes
(lysA, orf30, and fun) not present in 186 and one 186 gene
(W) not present in P2.
The W gene presumably arose by a duplication of an
orf12/P-like gene in a P2 family member. Because the
repeats are not in tandem, it seems unlikely that W could
have been created by a single event. The sequence of
the W protein is not more strongly related to the 186
terminase than to the terminase proteins of the other
phages (Fig. 4B). Thus, W may have been originally
acquired by an ancestor of 186 through horizontal trans-
fer, rather than by a duplication of that phage’s terminase
gene. W has diverged from its terminase gene parent
since its formation; the similarities between W and the
terminases (31 to 37%) are much lower than the similar-
ities between the W-like regions of the terminase pro-
teins (51 to 90%).
The P2 lysA gene is nonessential for P2 and appears
to encode a lysis inhibitor because a lysA mutant lyses
the cell 2 to 3 min earlier than wild type (Ziermann et al.,
1994). Homologs of lysA are not present in fCTX, HP1, or
the H. somnus cryptic prophage.
Calendar et al. (1998) have suggested that the P2 orf30
and fun genes are relatively recent additions to the P2
genome because they have a GC content unlike the rest
of P2 and unlike E. coli genes in general. In addition, the
orientation of these genes suggests that they are ex-
pressed independent of the surrounding late genes (Fig.
1). Indeed, low-level constitutive transcription of orf30 is
not stimulated by late promoter activation (Linderoth et
FIG. 8. The insertion/deletion points of the P2 orf30 and fun genes relative to 186. DNA sequence homology between 186 and P2 can be used to
predict junction sites for insertion/deletion of sequences associated with the P2 orf30 and fun genes. DNA sequences predicted to be inserted relative
to 186 are shown in boldface. P2 and 186 genes are indicated by shading. Binding sites for B and Ogr and predicted transcription terminators are
shown.
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al., 1994), and the fun gene is active in the lysogenic state
(Calendar et al., 1998). The fun gene confers resistance
to T5 but the function of the orf30 gene is not known
(Calendar et al., 1998). P2 has two other lysogenic con-
version genes in the early region, old and tin, which
provide P2 lysogens with resistance to certain lambdoid
and T-even phages, respectively (Haggård-Ljungquist et
al., 1989; Mosig et al., 1997). These also have unusual GC
contents and may be recent acquisitions (Calendar et al.,
1998). None of these genes is present in 186. DNA
sequence homologies between 186 and P2 reveal the
insertion points (or deletion points) of orf30 and fun (Fig.
8). The fun sequences appear to have been inserted/
deleted at sequences between the stop codon of orf45/G
and a transcription terminator-like sequence (Fig. 8B).
The orf30 insertion/deletion point appears to lie very
near to the end of the O/S gene (Fig. 8A). The absence of
orf30 in 186 may explain the apparent lack in 186 of a
promoter equivalent to P2 pV (Fig. 1). It is possible that
the orf30 sequences would lead to a deficit of transcrip-
tion of the downstream P2 genes unless pV were
present. Accordingly, the lack of orf30 in 186 may elimi-
nate the need for a p32 promoter.
Other relatives. Extensive similarities are apparent be-
tween a number of phages or phage-like sequences and
the late region of 186.
The DNA sequences of the phage PSP3 scaffold and
capsid genes show 92% identity to 186 V and T se-
quences (E. Six, personal communication). This similarity
suggests that PSP3 is a closer relative of 186 than P2,
which shares 72% DNA identity with 186 in this region.
Coliphages 186 and P2 are related to two defective
prophages, fR67 and fR86, found at the same genomic
location in certain E. coli strains (Dodd and Egan, 1996
and references therein). These phages are of particular
interest because they contain retrons, elements encod-
ing reverse transcriptase genes and producing an un-
usual RNA:DNA molecule. Only a portion of the late
regions of retronphages fR67 and fR86 has been se-
quenced, revealing a P2 family cos sequence and ORFs
with greater than 60% amino acid identity with the 186
and P2 orf2/Q and orf12/P genes (Linderoth et al., 1991;
Dodd and Egan, 1996).
Phage fCTX is a Pseudomonas aeruginosa phage
that carries a cytotoxin gene (Hayashi et al., 1993). Re-
cently, the DNA sequence of fCTX has been completed
(T. Hayashi, personal communication), revealing a strong
relatedness of this phage to the P2 family. The similarity
extends over almost the whole late region—from cos to
the D gene (Table 1). In all there are 23 genes shared
between 186 and fCTX in the late region, with amino
acid identities ranging up to 69%. We could find no likely
Ogr binding sequences in fCTX and no gene with strong
similarity to Ogr/B, suggesting that late transcription in
fCTX is controlled differently from 186.
Pontarollo et al. (1997) have found sequences similar
to a P2-family phage in the chromosome of H. somnus.
All but 2 of the 13 genes show significant similarity to 186
genes (Table 1), with identities ranging to 49%. Similarity
to the 186 G protein exists in two proteins, Orf12 and
Orf13. The reading frames encoding these proteins can
be linked by a frameshift to produce a single protein with
23% identity to G. As with fCTX, no likely Ogr binding
sites are apparent.
The entire genome of the H. influenzae phage HP1 has
been sequenced, revealing it to be related to the P2
family (Esposito et al., 1996). Nine of the 23 late proteins
of HP1 show significant similarity to 186 proteins (Table
1). For the five capsid genes, the similarities range from
24 to 42% but many gaps are required for alignment.
Thus, HP1 appears to be a more distant relative of 186
than fCTX or the H. somnus phage. HP1 also appears to
be different in the control of late gene transcription, with
no apparent Ogr binding sites and no Ogr-family activa-
tor protein. It is remarkable that HP1 has head genes
similar to 186 and P2 but uses a distinct cos site. The
HP1 cos site is located ;10 kb away from the HP1 head
genes, bears no significant DNA sequence similarity to
the well-conserved cos sites of the P2 and P4 families
(Ziermann and Calendar, 1990; Bullas et al., 1991; Dodd
and Egan, 1996), and is cut to give a 7-bp cohesive end
(Fitzmaurice et al., 1984) rather than 19 bp.
Concluding remarks
The late regions of 186 and P2 contain an almost
identical set of genes for morphogenesis of phage par-
ticles and cell lysis. The amount of DNA needed to
produce these essential functions is ;21.5 kb in both
phages. However, the P2 late region is 3.5 kb larger than
the 186 late region due mostly to the presence in P2 of
the orf30 and fun genes. Like the old and tin genes in the
P2 early region, fun is expressed by the prophage and
protects the lysogen from infection by other phages.
Together, these lysogenic conversion genes constitute at
least 12% of the P2 genome (14.6% if orf30 has a similar
role). In contrast there is only one small gene in the early
region (CP69) that seems a likely candidate for a lyso-
genic conversion gene in 186; this gene constitutes less
than 1% of the 186 genome. This large commitment of
resources to the lysogenic state by P2 relative to 186 is
consistent with differences in the way in which these two
temperate phages use the lytic and lysogenic reproduc-
tive modes. The P2 prophage is noninducible, being
virtually nonexcisable and being insensitive to activation
of the host SOS system (Bertani and Six, 1988). In con-
trast, the 186 prophage is efficiently SOS inducible. In
fact, the genes involved in the 186 SOS response are
located in the same region of the genome given over to
old and tin in P2 (Brumby et al., 1996; Calendar et al.,
1998). Therefore, it seems that P2 has evolved to opti-
mise use of the lysogenic mode, whereas 186 has
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evolved to interchange more freely between the lyso-
genic and lytic modes. Thus, although P2 and 186 are
closely related, these two phages provide an interesting
contrast in their use of the temperate phage niche.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacteria, phage strains, and plasmids
E. coli DH5a (Bethesda Research Laboratories) was
used to propagate all plasmids except for pRP1. For
unknown reasons, DH5a [pRP1] grew poorly and JM101
(Yanisch-Perron et al., 1985) was used as host for this
plasmid. Strain 594 (Weigle, 1966) was used as the sup1
host for the marker rescue experiments.
Sequence data were obtained from 186cItsp (Woods
and Egan, 1974) unless otherwise stated. Various amber
mutant 186 strains (Hocking and Egan, 1982a) were used
in DNA sequencing and for marker rescue analysis. The
pBluescript plasmid vectors (Stratagene) were used for
the construction of subclones for sequencing.
The pMS plasmids contain BamHI or EcoRI fragments
of 186cIts (listed by genomic sequence position) inserted
into the BamHI or EcoRI sites of pBluescript (SK1) and
were constructed by Melissa Scott. pMS1: BamHI:9844
to 11,135. pMS2: BamHI:2956 to 6856. pMS3: BamHI:6856
to 7653. pMS4: BamHI:7653 to 9844. pMS6: EcoRI:763-
BamHI:2956. Plasmid pRP1 contains the HindIII:18,691-
XhoI:20,943 fragment from pEC456 (Dibbens et al., 1992;
carries the Bam57 mutation) cloned into the HindIII and
BamHI sites of pBluescript (KS1). pXQ3K, pXQ3H,
pXQ4K, and pXQ4H plasmids used for sequencing the
HindIII:11,442-HindIII:18,691 region (Xue, 1993) are pBlue-
script (KS2) derivatives of M13mp19 (Yanisch-Perron et
al., 1985) clones containing either the HindIII:11,442-KpnI:
14,451 fragment (pXQ3K and pXQ3H) or the KpnI:14,445-
HindIII:18,691 fragment (pXQ4K and pXQ4H).
DNA sequencing
Nested deletion plasmid clones were created using
exonuclease III (Henikoff, 1984) with the Promega Erase-
a-Base kit, as specified by the supplier. Most DNA se-
quencing was by the dye primer method with USP and
RSP primers (Dye Primer Cycle Sequencing Ready Re-
action Kit: ABI PRISM), with reactions electrophoresed
on an Applied Biosystems Inc. automated sequencer.
Chromatographic sequence data were analysed and
checked using the ABI program ANALYSIS 1.2.1. Some
regions of sequence were determined by radioactive
labelling methods using phagemid-derived ssDNA tem-
plates. Some sequences were obtained directly from
186cIts or am mutant phage DNA using specific primers
(Bresatec, South Australia) and the dye termination
method (Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reac-
tion Kit: ABI PRISM). The sequence between the BamHI:
11135 and HindIII:11442 sites was obtained in this way,
and this method was also used to check the relative
orientations of the cloned 186 segments and to confirm
the cloning junctions at 763, 2956, 6856, 7653, 9844,
11,135, and 18,691.
Compilation and analysis of the sequence
The sequences were assembled using the Genetics
Computer Group package of DNA fragment assembly
programs (GCG, 1994) via ANGIS (Australian National
Genomic Information Service). Each portion of DNA se-
quence was obtained at least once in both directions.
The data were combined with previous sequences to
give the complete 186 genome sequence (GenBank da-
tabase accession number U32222).
Nucleotide sequence data were analysed for their
ability to encode proteins based upon codon usage in
two ways: using the GCG program CODONPREF (Gribs-
kov et al., 1984; GCG, 1994) with codon usage frequen-
cies of highly expressed E. coli genes; and the method of
Staden and McLachlan (1982), as implemented by Kalio-
nis et al. (1986a). Potential ribosome binding sites were
searched for with Rule 8 of Stormo et al. (1982a) and the
weight matrices W71 and W101 (Stormo et al., 1982b)
using the program SCAN (Kalionis et al., 1986a). SCAN
was also used to search for standard s70 promoters.
Rho-independent terminators were searched for in un-
translated regions as potential GC-rich RNA hairpin
loops followed by a T-rich tract. Pairwise nucleotide and
amino acid sequence comparisons were done with the
program BESTFIT and multiple alignments with PILEUP
(GCG, 1994). Nucleotide and protein sequences were
compared with the sequence databases using the
BLAST family of programs (Altschul et al., 1990) imple-
mented at ANGIS.
B/Ogr binding sites were searched for by computer
using a weight matrix method. The frequencies of each
base at various positions of a set of aligned DNA se-
quences (Fig. 7) were used as the weights in a base
versus position matrix. The weight matrix was used to
score each overlapping segment of the DNA being
searched, the score for each segment being simply the
sum of the weights for each base of the segment. An
idea of the statistical significance of a matrix score was
obtained by measuring how often that score occurred in
1000 kb of random DNA sequence. This gave a selectiv-
ity score, which is the frequency of occurrence of such a
matrix score or higher per kilobase of random sequence.
This method was used to evaluate the significance of the
similarity of the sequences in alignments and to search
for new sequence similarities. (Because two scoring
matrices were used, with different half-site spacings, the
summed frequencies of scores obtained with either ma-
trix were used to calculate the selectivity score.) How-
ever, the matrix score of sequences used in the align-
ment to derive the weight matrix must be considered
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differently from scores of sequences not in the align-
ment, because the matrix score of any sequence in the
alignment is artificially high due to that sequence’s own
contribution to the weight matrix. These scores were
therefore adjusted to give an estimate of the score that
would be obtained by the sequence with a weight matrix
of the same size that it did not contribute to. This was
done by subtracting that portion of the score due to the
sequence’s match with itself and then normalizing this
reduced score to reflect a matrix of the same size (in the
case of the B/Ogr sites, normalization was by subtraction
of 18 then multiplication by 16/15).
Marker rescue
In the marker rescue procedure, plasmids containing
portions of nonmutant 186 DNA were assayed for their
ability to replace by recombination a defective allele on
a mutant 186 phage (Finnegan and Egan, 1979). To 200
ml of an overnight culture of sup1 bacteria (594) carrying
the plasmid of interest, 100 ml of amber mutant phage
(107 pfu/ml) was added and plated onto tryptone agar
plates. Following overnight incubation at 37°C, the num-
ber of plaques obtained was compared with the number
obtained for bacteria lacking the plasmid. Positive
marker rescue was recorded if plaque numbers were
greater than 20-fold over the background of revertants as
seen when the amber mutant phage were plated with
594 in the absence of the plasmid clone.
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